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a b s t r a c t

The new compound Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 was synthesized using hydrothermal techniques. It crystal-

lizes in the monoclinic space group C2/m with the unit cell a¼19.4317(10) Å, b¼6.0249(3) Å,

c¼4.7788(2) Å, b¼103.139(5)1. The crystal structure is an open framework having chains of edge

sharing [Co(1)O6] octahedra. Other building blocks are [TeO3(OH)2], [PO4] and [Co(2)O2(OH)4]

connected mainly via corner sharing. The –OH groups protrude into channels in the structure. The

magnetic susceptibility measured from 2 to 300 K shows two broad anomalies at around 21 K and 4 K,

respectively. The peak at �20 K is ascribed to a two-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering of linear

[Co(1)O6] chains coupled by interchain interaction via [PO4] groups in the Co(1) sheets. The second

transition at 4 K is ascribed to a second antiferromagnetic ordering of the moments of the Co(2) entities

via super–super exchange involving [PO4] and [TeO3(OH)2] groups. This assignment is strongly

supported by low-temperature heat capacity measurements indicating an entropy removal within

the high-temperature transition of about twice the magnitude of the low-temperature transition.

& 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cations of P-elements that have a stereochemically active
nonbonded electron pair, e.g. Te4þ , Se4þ , and Sb3þ , often adopt
an asymmetric or one-sided coordination. This fact makes the
lone-pair electrons to help open up crystal structures. They thus
enhance the possibility to form compounds exhibiting open
framework structures [1,2] or layered compounds, where the
layers are only weakly connected by van der Waals bonds and
the lone-pairs protrude out from the layers [3,4]. The role of lone
pair distortions in structural chemistry has been addressed by
several researchers and is thought to result from a second-order
Jahn–Teller (SOJT) distortion [5,6]. Utilizing lone-pair cations has
proven to be highly successful in synthesizing new compounds
with interesting physical properties. There are several examples
of oxohalides containing e.g. Te4þ and late transition metal
cations where the transition metal ions adopt low-dimensional
arrangements such as two dimensional layers [4], one dimen-
sional chains [7] or zero dimensional clusters [8,9]. The lone-pairs
also enhance the possibility to form non-centrosymmetric
ll rights reserved.

(I. Zimmermann),

k.su.se (M. Johnsson).
compounds having non-linear optical properties [10,11]. Another
interesting class of compounds are phosphates, which exhibit a
rich structural chemistry, e.g. open framework structures [12,13].
There is a huge variety also in the physical properties such as
electric, magnetic, and SHG properties to be expected when
combining phosphate groups, lone-pair elements and transition
metal cations [14,15].

Including lone-pair elements in phosphates allows for a new
family of compounds having interesting properties. At present
there are only a few compounds known within the Trm – Te – P –
O (Trm¼transition metal) system A2TeMo2O6(PO4)2, A¼K, Rb, Tl,
Cs [16] and BaMTeO4(PO4), M¼Nb, Ta [17]. The structure and
magnetic properties of the compound Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4

which we report here is to our best knowledge the first phase
described containing Co2þ , Te4þ and phosphate groups.
Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 may be expected to exhibit interesting
magnetic properties due to the arrangement of the Co2þ magnetic
species in chains and in isolated atoms in between the chains.
2. Experimental

Single crystals of Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 were prepared by
hydrothermal synthesis from a mixture of 0.53 g (4 mmol) CoCl2

(Sigma – Aldrich 97%), 0.43 g (2.7 mmol) TeO2 (Sigma – Aldrich
99þ%) and 0.30 g (2.6 mmol) (NH4)H2PO4 (STREM chemicals
98þ%) together with 10 ml deionized water in a 23 ml Teflon
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lined steel autoclave heated to 180 1C for one week. Red block like
crystals were separated manually from residual tellurium oxide
for further analysis.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out
on an Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur3 diffractometer equipped with
a graphite monochromator. The data collection was performed at
300 K using MoKa radiation, l¼0.71073 Å. Absorption correction
and data reduction were done with the software CrysAlis RED that
also was employed for the analytical absorption correction [18].
The structure solution was carried out with SIR92 [19] and the
refinement with SHELXL [20] in the WINGX [21] environment. All
atom positions were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms
could not be located by the X-ray diffraction experiment, but
were added afterwards based on bond valence sum calculations.
Crystal data are reported in Table 1. Atomic coordinates and
isotropic temperature parameters for all atoms are given in the
supplementary material. The structural drawings are made with
the program DIAMOND [22].

The magnetic susceptibilities of a powder compact of
Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 have been measured under field-cooling
and zero field-cooling conditions with a Physical Property Mea-
surement System (PPMS) and a Magnetic Property Measurement
System (MPMS) (both Quantum Design) at temperatures between
1.8 and 300 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T. The heat capacities of a
small powder sample (m¼2.5 mg) was determined with a PPMS
system equipped with a 3He cryostat employing the relaxation
method.
Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement parameters for Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4.

Empirical formula a Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4

Formula weight (g/mol) 721.96

Temperature (K) 300

Wavelength (Å) 0.71073

Crystal system Monoclinic

Space group C 2/m

a (Å) 19.4317(10)

b (Å) 6.0249(3)

c (Å) 4.7788(2)

a (deg) 90

b (deg) 103.139(5)

g (deg) 90

Volume (Å3) 544.83(5)

Z 2

Densitycalc. (g cm–3) 4.400

Absorption coefficient (mm–1) 10.141

F(0 0 0) 654

Crystal color Red

Crystal habit Block

Crystal size (mm3) 0.0684�0.0389�0.0225

Theta range for data collection (deg) 4.13–32.08

Index ranges –26rhr28

–9rkr6

–7r lr7

Reflections collected 3821

Independent reflections 978

Data/restraints/parameters 978/0/59

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.132

Final R indices b R1¼0.0354

[I42sigma(I)] wR2¼0.0919

R indices (all data) R1¼0.0394

wR2¼0.0932

Largest diff. peak and hole (eÅ–3) 2.632 and –1.844

a The refinement was done on the structure with the nominal formula

Co3Te2O6(PO4)2. The hydrogen atoms could not be detected by X-ray diffraction

and were inserted in between O(5) and O(4) based on BVS calculations after the

final refinement.
b R1¼

P
||Fo|� |Fc||/

P
|Fo|; wR2¼{

P
[w(Fo

2
�Fc

2)2]/
P

[w(Fo
2)2]}1/2.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal structure

The compound Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 crystallizes in the mono-
clinic space group C2/m. An open framework structure is formed
through the presence of the tellurium lone-pairs and the predomi-
nating corner sharing bonding character of the coordination poly-
hedra. A main feature of the crystal structure is that is has chains
along [010] of edge sharing [Co(1)O6] octahedra. Those chains are
separated from each other by [TeO3(OH)2], [Co(2)O2(OH)4] and [PO4]
coordination polyhedra. The –OH groups protrude into channels
running along [010], see Fig. 1.

The Te4þ ion is five coordinated by three oxygen and two
hydroxide groups to form a distorted [TeO3(OH)2] square pyr-
amid. Those tellurium coordination polyhedra do not polymerize
which is otherwise common among tellurites [23]. The
[TeO3(OH)2] groups involve three shorter Te–O bonds in the range
1.861(4)–1.994(3) Å and two longer bonds of 2.331(3) Å. The
three shorter bonds to one O(3) and two O(5) build up a trigonal
pyramid that is the most common coordination for Te4þ . Adding
the two longer Te–O bonds a distorted square planar bipyramid is
formed, see Figs. 2 and 3. This coordination is unusual for Te4þ ,
but has previously been observed [14,24–27]. The position of the
hydroxide group is supported by bond valence sum (BVS) calcula-
tions, which have such a low value as 1.19 for O(5) when not
including the hydrogen atom. Atom O(4) that bonds to Co(2) and
P has a BVS of only 1.6 indicating that the hydrogen bond makes
an additional contribution. The hydrogen atoms were put at a
distance of 0.95 Å from O(5) pointing into the cavity in the
structure towards O(4) and the resulting hydrogen bond length
becomes 1.9 Å. The O(5)–H bonding distance was simply selected
from BVS data to yield a total value of 2.0 for O(5). The resulting
contribution of the hydrogen bond to O(4) then becomes 0.21
Fig. 1. Perspective view of the crystal structure of Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 along

[010]. The hydrogen bonds are displayed as dotted lines.



Fig. 2. Representation of the crystal packing along [001]. Hydrogen atoms are

omitted for clarity. Same colors of the polyhedra and atoms as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Asymmetric unit plus selected symmetry equivalents of Co3Te2O2(PO4)2

(OH)4. The black sphere represents the lone-pair electrons on Te4þ , the white

circles represent the hydrogen atoms. Symmetry codes: (i) x,�yþ1,z; (ii) –xþ0.5,

yþ0.5,�zþ1; (iii) –xþ0.5,y�0.5,�zþ1; (iv) –xþ0.5,�yþ0.5,�zþ1; (v)

x,�y,z�1; (vi) x,y,z�1; (vii) x,�yþ2,z; (viii) –xþ1,yþ1,�zþ1; (ix) –xþ1,–yþ2,

�zþ2; (x) –xþ1,y,�zþ2; (xi) x, yþ1, zþ1; (xii) –xþ1,yþ1,�zþ2; (xiii) –xþ1,

�yþ1,�zþ2; (xiv) x,yþ1,z.

Fig. 4. Magnetic susceptibility of Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 measured with a field of

0.1 T. Antiferromagnetic ordering takes place at 21 K. At around 5 K an additional

maxima with lower intensity is observed, see text. The inverse susceptibility

curve above TN¼21 K is slightly bended. A fit to the Curie–Weiss law in the range

40–300 K gives y¼–10.3(5) K and C¼10.42(4) cm3 K mol�1 and w0¼5(2)�

10–5 cm3 mol�1 (solid red line). (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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resulting in a BVS value for O(4) of 2.0. Those distances are
reasonable when compared with other similar compounds
[28,29].

There are two crystallographically different cobalt atoms
which both adopt distorted octahedral coordination geometries;
[Co(1)O6] and [Co(2)O2(OH)4]. The Co–O bond lengths are in the
range 2.051(3)–2.143(3) Å for Co(1) and 2.076(4)–2.147(3) Å for
Co(2). The [Co(1)O6] octahedra are connected by edge sharing to
form linear [CoO4]N chains along [010]; the Co(1)–Co(1) distance
within the chain is 3.012 Å. The angles between the cobalt atoms
within the chain and the bridging oxygen atoms are 94.50(18)1 for
O(1) and 89.33(16)1 for O(3) respectively. The [Co(2)O2(OH)4]
octahedron is not connected to other Co-polyhedra, but linked to
phosphate and tellurate groups through corner sharing. The
hydroxyl group is coordinated by both the Te and Co(2) atoms.
To our knowledge this arrangement of a hydroxyl group bridging
Te4þ and a transition metal ion has not been reported previously.

The phosphorous atom adopts a distorted tetrahedral coordi-
nation with bond lengths in the narrow range 1.530(4)–1.550(3)
Å. The [PO4] tetrahedron is connected via corner sharing to the
[Co(1)O6], [Co(2)O2(OH)4] and the [TeO3(OH)2] building blocks.

3.2. Magnetic properties

3.2.1. High temperature magnetic susceptibility

The low-field magnetic susceptibilities of Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4

measured in a field of 0.1 T are shown in Fig. 4. Field and zero field
cooled curves were found to be nearly identical. The susceptibility
shows a maximum at �20 K followed by a rapid decrease due to
antiferromagnetic coupling most likely due to ordering of the
Co(1) ions within the linear chains. At around 5 K an additional
maxima with lower intensity is observed, which is more difficult to
link to the structure and could be due to super–super exchange
involving the Co(2) ions. The inverse susceptibility curve slightly
bends above 20 K due to critical fluctuations. Above �40 K a linear
behavior is observed. A least-squares fit to the Curie–Weiss law:
w¼C/(T�y)þw0 between 40 and 330 K gives y¼�10.3(5) K and
C¼10.42(4)cm3 K mol�1 and w0¼5(2)�10�5 cm3 mol�1. The nega-
tive Curie–Weiss temperature y indicates predominant antiferro-
magnetic spin-exchange interaction; w0 comprising temperature
independent diamagnetic contributions from the electrons in closed
shells (�76�10–6 cm3 mol�1, as calculated from Selwood’s incre-
ments) and temperature independent van Vleck contributions, which
for Co2þ are of the order of �100�10–6 cm3 mol�1, consistent with
our experimental findings [30,31].

From the effective magnetic moment meff by using Eq. (1)

meff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kB=xNAmB

q ffiffiffi
C
p

ð1Þ

where x¼3 is the number of Co atoms in the chemical formula,
one obtains an effective magnetic moment meff¼5.27(1) mB per
metal ion. Typical values of meff observed for Co2þ in octahedral
systems due to orbital contributions are in the range 4.3–5.2 mB,
that is consistent with our experimental observation [32,33].

3.2.2. Low temperature magnetic ordering

The magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate long-range
antiferromagnetic ordering at low temperatures as proposed by
the peak and the rapid decrease of the susceptibility below (see
Fig. 5d). At low temperatures an additional shallow hump appears



Fig. 5. Low-temperature magnetic susceptibility (0.1 T) and heat capacity, Cp/T, of

Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 (panels (d) and (b), respectively). The panels (a) and

(c) show the magnetic entropy versus temperature and Fisher’s heat capacity.

The insets display the peaks in an enlarged scale.

Fig. 6. Magnetic moment (per 3 Co atoms) of a polycrystalline compact sample of

Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 determined at 2 K. The red straight lines extrapolate the linear

field dependence of the magnetization observed for small fields to magnetic fields

above (below) the spin flop transition. (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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which is associated to ordering of the Co(2) cations. The heat
capacity (Fig. 5b) and the quantity d=dTðwmol � TÞ (Fisher’s heat
capacity [34]), see Fig. 5c, exhibit anomalies of similar shape
centered at identical temperatures indicating long-range antifer-
romagnetic ordering to occur below 17.7(3) K. A closer inspection
reveals a splitting of both peaks by about 0.7 K (see insets in
Fig. 5b and c). The quantity Cp/T displayed in Fig. 5c reveals an
additional sharp peak at �1.5 K indicating additional entropy
removal also at very low temperatures.

The magnetic contribution to the heat capacity (not shown in
Fig. 5) was obtained by subtracting a lattice contribution to the
heat capacity. The latter was estimated by fitting an even
polynomial, Clat=T ¼

P6
n ¼ 1 a2nT2n, to the high-temperature data

(T440 K) and extrapolating to T-0 K. Subsequently the mag-
netic entropy Smag(T) was obtained by integrating Cmag(T)/T. The
magnetic entropy is removed in two consecutive steps centered at
about 17 K and 2 K, reflecting the magnetic anomalies found in
the heat capacity. At 40 K the magnetic entropy assumes a value
of about 2.5 R ln 2. For an effective S¼1/2 system as it is given
with Co2þ in a distorted octahedral environment one expects the
magnetic entropy per Co atom, Smag(T), to approach an entropy
value of Rely 2 for as T-N, where R is the molar gas constant.
Inspection of Fig. 5 (a) reveals that the entropy at 40 K falls short
of this value by about 15%. This deficiency may be due to a partly
inadequate construction of the lattice heat capacity leading to
underestimating Cmag. Unaffected by this discrepancy is the ratio
of the two steps which is close to 1:2, indicating long-range
ordering of two Co moments in a first step at 17.7 K, which
obviously can be attributed to the two Co(1) atoms in the
corrugated chains. Spin exchange coupling of these chain Co
atoms to the Co(2) moments and between the Co(2) moments
in crystallographic positions between the chains is smaller and
consequently these moments order at a significantly lower
temperature. This scenario allows understanding the two sepa-
rated steps in the magnetic entropy and also explaining the weak
susceptibility anomaly seen at low temperatures. The splitting of
the heat capacity anomaly associated to the antiferromagnetic
ordering at 17.7 K remains unexplained at present. Owing to the
large uniaxial anisotropy of the Co moments a strong magnetoe-
lastic coupling and a magnetostructural phase transition might be
the origin of this splitting.
3.2.3. Spin-flop transition at high magnetic fields and low

temperature

Finally we briefly describe the magnetic behavior of
Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 at higher magnetic fields. We have observed
that the decrease of the magnetic susceptibility below 17.7 K
disappears in field above �3 T. A magnetization measurement
carried out at 2 K indeed reveals a non-hysteretic spin-flop like
transition at 2.72(3) T with a change from a linear field depen-
dency of the magnetization to a saturation-type characteristic
superposed on a linear increasing magnetization, see Fig. 6. By
extrapolating the linear field dependence to high field and
subtracting it from the magnetization, a saturation moment of
�1.5 mBohr per 3 Co atoms results. Spin exchange coupling
between the Co(1) moments appears to be much larger and can
only be aligned by substantially higher fields. At lower fields in
which our magnetization measurements were carried out they
merely contribute to the linear background.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

The new compound Co3Te2O2(PO4)2(OH)4 has been obtained
by hydrothermal synthesis. It crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group C2/m. and to our best knowledge it is the first compound
containing all of Te4þ , Co2þ and P5þ .

The dominating corner sharing of the coordination polyhedra
and the stereochemically active lone-pair electrons on Te4þ are
responsible for the open framework structure. There are two
crystallographic different Co2þ ions having different coordination
polyhedra: [Co(1)O6] octahedra that form chains along [010] by
edge sharing and [Co(2)O2(OH)4] that are surrounded by
[TeO3(OH)2], and [PO4] coordination polyhedra. The hydrogen
atoms could not be directly detected by X-ray diffraction, but
bond valence calculations confirmed, that it is O(5) that has a
covalent bond to H. This hydrogen atom also contribute to BVS for
O(4) via hydrogen bonding. The oxygen–hydrogen distances were
calculated by assuming that BVS should be 2.0 for both O(5) and
O(4). The contribution by H then was 0.8 to O(5) and 0.2 to
O(4) that corresponds to a distance of O(5)–H that is 0.95 Å and a
O(4) –H distance that is 1.9 Å.

The interpretation of the magnetic properties of Co3Te2O2(PO4)

2(OH)4 has to consider the arrangement of the Co(1) in linear chains
which via PO4 polyhedra are connected into sheets. Isolated Co(2)O6

polyhedra are located in-between the Co(1) sheets and connect to
these via [PO4] and [TeO3(OH)2] polyhedra. Because of spin–orbit
interaction Co2þ in an octahedral crystal field exhibits an effective
S¼1/2 ground state the g-factor of which typically shows large
anisotropy as the octahedral environment is distorted and the
symmetry of the crystal field is lowered. Therefore, exchange
coupling between Co2þ is very often well described by an Ising-type
exchange interaction (see e.g. Ref. [34]).

With deceasing temperature the chains undergo short range
antiferromagnetic ordering and due to interchain coupling to
neighboring chains two-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering
in the Co(1) sheets takes place. Two-dimensional Ising systems
undergoing long-range ordering gives rise to a sharp anomaly in
the specific heat even in case of a large difference of intrachain
and interchain exchange coupling [35,36]. The shape of the
susceptibility peak as well as the sharp heat capacity anomaly
being similar to the anomalies found in Fisher’s heat capacity are
consistent with this assignment.

The magnetic susceptibility shows a maximum at �20 K,
which does not exhibit the typically round shape expected for
one-dimensional magnetic systems with short range antiferro-
magnetic correlations (see e.g. [33,37]) but can be explained by
two-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering of the Co(1) linear
chains due to interchain coupling in the Co(1) sheets (see e.g.
examples in [38]).

Exchange coupling between the Co(1) and the Co(2) and
between the Co(2) moments themselves is much weaker and
long range ordering takes place at much lower temperatures and
gives rise to the anomalies in the heat capacity and the magnetic
susceptibility at about 2 K. The entropy proves a clear ratio of 2:1
associated with the ordering of the Co(1) and the Co(2) moments,
respectively, strongly supporting our scenario of subsequent long
range ordering of the Co(1) moments first succeeded by the
Co(2) moments at lower temperature. A spin flop transition with
subsequent saturation above the flop field is observed and
attributed to saturation of the Co(2) moments.

The negative Weiss temperature y¼�10.3 K indicates predo-
minant overall antiferromagnetic interaction. The effective mag-
netic moment is meff¼5.27 mB per metal ion. The analysis of the
magnetic entropy indicates strong spin-exchange coupling within
the Co(1) chains while the coupling to the intermediate
Co(2) atoms and coupling between them is significantly smaller.
Consequently, the Co(2) moments can be easily aligned with a
moderate external magnetic field.
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